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TP 2: Simple security protocol

The goal of this lab is to design a secure chat application which uses openssl and netcat.
Be careful, depending on the OS and the installation, netcat (or nc) presents some differences
between a linux kernel and a BSD one. The options can be somewhat different.

1 Overview of the protocol
The figure below presents the chronogram of the different steps of the protocol. It is initiated by
the client, on the top of the figure. PK denotes the client’s public key, K the secret key which
is sent enciphered by PKC and which will be used to provide a confidentiality service to further
communications.

The basis of the client/server application will be done by using netcat. To establish a commu-
nication between the client and the server, the server starts listening by the command:

server % nc -l <port_number>

And the client connects with:

client % nc <ip_server> <port_number>

A full duplex line is then established. First test the communication between the client and the
server with netcat. Test also the file transfer through nc. The goal will be to ensure the
confidentiality of the line by enciphering the data by using opensslwith the protocol described
by the above figure.

2 Technical details
We will use RSA for public key encryption which can be used with openssl rsautl; the se-
cret key cipher will be AES128 to which the password will be provided (option -k of openssl
enc) that will be derived by pbkdf2. Every message will be base64 encoded as well as the
secret key end encrypted with AES128. You can use the utility xxd from unix to make the
conversion base64/binary or the corresponding openssl command.
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3 Realisation
You have to write a few script shells (sh or bash) with the following signatures.

client % ./clientinit.sh <ip_server> <port_number>

server % ./serverinit.sh <ip_client> <port_number>

Both scripts generate the keys and start the protocol.
The script clientinit.sh is started first and listens for the server’s public key pk. Once pk is
received, clientinit.sh generates and encodes in base64 160 random bits (by openssl
rand) which will be the session key K. It then encrypts {K}pk and sends it1.
The script serverinit.sh generates an RSA key of 1024 bits, extracts the public key pk and
sends it. It next listens and waits for the encrypted session key {K}pk. Once received, it decrypts
the session key, decodes it and stores it in a file.
After the point to point key transmission, the client and the server share the common session
key K in binary and may start exchanging messages. The server starts listening and the client
connects.

server % ./securechatserver <port number>

client % ./securechatclient <ip_server> <port_number>

After, the encrypted chat between the client and the server can be achieved. The general pattern
for exchanging chat messages uses a command:

encode | nc -l $port | decode

calling two functions encode and decode which reads resp. the user’s input and the encrypted
messages and resp. encrypts and decrypts the corresponding input inside a while [ True ]
loop.
Because of the netcat program, you have to follow this setup to execute the scripts.

4 Questions
(1) You will test your protocol on the loopback of your machine.

(2) Is it possible to use this on the wifi network?

(3) Is it possible to sniff the traffic ?

(4) Discuss the security of this protocol.
1sending a file is done by the command nc -w 1 (IP) (port) < (file) and saving a file by the stan-

dard UNIX redirections
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Figure 1: Screen capture sample

5 Feedback
You may work by pair or triple. Finalize this lab to set a secure communication between two
machines connected on the same LAN. Send me an email before October 22 with

(1) a Readme.txt which describes the operation mode to use your scripts and the answer to
the questions of section 4.

(2) The 4 scripts.

(3) two screenshots (one per machine) showing:

• the result of the ifconfig command

• the result of a date command

• a secure chat between the two machines

Your mail will contain an zip archive with the filename resulting of the concatenation of the
names of the team.
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